CEOS SEO Conducts the Open Data Cube (ODC) Hands-On Training and
Technical Workshop at IGARSS 2018

During the last week of July 2018, the CEOS SEO, led by Dr. Brian Killough, participated in the IEEE
Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society (IGARSS) Symposium in Valencia, Spain. This 38th Annual
Symposium of the Geoscience and Remote Sensing Society (GRSS) was themed “Observing,
Understanding, and Forecasting the Dynamics of Our Planet”. With over 2,000 attendees from around the
globe, IGARSS is a premier event in remote sensing and provides an ideal forum for obtaining up-to-date
information about the latest developments, exchanging ideas, identifying future trends, and networking
with the international geoscience and remote sensing community. This year at IGARSS, the CEOS Systems
Engineering Office (SEO) delivered at three highly-visible events:
1. Open Data Cube workshop
2. Open Data Cube technical papers
3. CEOS Exhibition Booth
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First was a full-day training workshop on the CEOS Open Data Cube (ODC). The ODC is designed to help
people use open source technologies to exploit large volumes of satellite data for global applications —
“A New Way to Manage Satellite Data Using an Open Source Platform.” This interactive workshop
provided more than 20 students, researchers, and professionals from various countries with a hands-on
introduction to the ODC. The CEOS team members who supported this hands-on training included Brian
Killough, Syed R Rizvi, Sanjay Gowda, Shaun Deacon, Andrew Cherry, and Otto Wagner.
The training workshop attendees participated in several interactive tutorials illustrating how easily the
ODC facilitates time series analyses (e.g. for agriculture, water, forests, disasters), the use of diverse
datasets with interoperable methods, and connections to common GIS tools (free or commercial). They
learned how to use the User Interface (UI) and Jupyter notebooks, perform time series analyses, and work
with image compositing, water detection, and land change applications. A comprehensive 150-page
training manual was provided to each of the trainees that helped them step through the training
processes.
There were 13 technical papers were presented on a wide range of ODC topics. In the Q&A session, the
audience acknowledged an urgent need to increase the capacity of countries to take part in studying and
monitoring their environments through remote sensing and observation of Earth from space. They
appreciate the fact that forest preservation initiatives, carbon measurement initiatives, water
management, agricultural monitoring, and urbanization studies are just a few examples of causes that can
benefit greatly from ODC.
The CEOS SEO team also hosted a booth advocating CEOS (ceos.org) and providing live demonstrations
of both COVE (ceos-cove.org) and the Open Data Cube.
Interested in learning more about our ODC efforts and trainings? Please visit the ODC Website at
www.opendatacube.org, specially designed to help our international partners and customers get the
cutting-edge open source code, real case studies, getting started guides, interactive tutorials, presentation
videos, and other resources related to the ODC.

